This paper provides an early attempt to train and retrieve handwritten Nandinagari characters using one of the latest techniques in visual feature detection. The data set consists of over 1600 handwritten Nandinagari characters of different fonts, size, rotation, translation and image formats. In the Learning phase, we subject them to an approach where their recognition is effective by first extracting their key interest points on the images which are invariant to Scale, rotation, translation, illumination and occlusion. The technique used for this phase is Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT). These features are represented in quantized form as visual words in code book generation step. Then the Vector of Locally Aggregated Descriptors (VLAD) is used for encoding each of the Image descriptors in the database. In the recognition phase, for query image, SIFT features are extracted and represented as query vector .Then these features are compared against the visual vocabulary generated by code book to retrieve similar images from the database. The performance is analysed by computing mean average precision .This is a novel scalable approach for recognition of rare handwritten Nandinagari characters with about 98% search accuracy with a good efficiency and relatively low memory usage requirements.
INTRODUCTION
The cognition of the technique of writing might be one of the greatest wisdom towards the human civilization. Humans used writing as visual representation of a language. It is based on a script that is distinctively developed for the language in question. Scripts undergo modifications due to various linguistic, political and socio-cultural factors with the passage of time. A prevalent script may even be discarded as a whole and could be replaced by a new one. Nandinagari handwritten script has many unknown inscriptions which has knowledge as a treasure house of human wisdom [1] . This is the earlier version of Devanagari scripts which is widely used currently in India and in some parts of the world.
Written manuscripts are the most authentic source of information for understanding the history and culture of any society. Many Indian philosophers indicate that the source of wisdom comes from practicing Sages like Maharishi Ved Vyas and not fully agree with the version of Max Muller and Burnell who indicate that the technique of writing was unknown to Indians until a few centuries prior to the Christian era. This is also proven from the fact that ancient libraries in Mysore and Chennai have physically stored a wealth of these manuscripts and their origin is judged by Archeologists and Paleontologists to almost 5000 years.
Sri Anandathirtha, also named as Acharya Madhwa, who founded the Tatvavaada school of thought seven centuries back has written many manuscripts in Nandinagari. These cover ancient research on different disciplines like Ayurveda, Mantra, Tantra, Vedanta, Jyotsna (Astrology), Nyaya, Vyakarana, Itihasa, Kavya, Natyasatra and Shiplashastra to name a few. There is a wealth of invaluable information in these manuscripts and hence need to be preserved and interpreted for passing across generations. Hence we have a compelling reason to convert them to a standard format which can then be indexed and searched.
As shown in Table. 1, Nandinagari character set has 52 characters out of which 15 are vowels and 37 are consonants. The Handwritten characters on manuscripts pose significant challenges and sufficient work need to be done in each step for their identification. To perform reliable recognition, it is important that for every character, the features are extracted from the image even under changes in image scale, noise and illumination. Typically, such points lie on high-contrast regions of the image.
In this paper we focus on extracting robust scale invariant features for the identification of handwritten Nandinagari characters. For processing historic handwritten Nandinagari characters we use Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) [2] [3] .The detection and description of local image features will help in character recognition. The SIFT features are local and based on the appearance of the object at particular interest points. They are invariant to different sizes and orientations. They are also robust to changes in illumination, noise, and minor changes in viewpoint. In addition to these properties, they are highly distinctive, relatively easy to extract and allow for correct object identification with low probability of mismatch [4] [5] .
Here after extracting invariant features using SIFT, Visual word representation of feature space in the form of code book is generated using a standard clustering approach like K Means. Then each image feature descriptors are vectorized using Vector of Locally Aggregated Descriptors (VLAD) approach. Next these amalgamated residual features are indexed and stored as a visual dictionary. Similar handwritten characters are retrieved from the vocabulary by comparing with the vector generated for the query character. The retrieval performance and recognition accuracy is computed using mean average precision method. 
PROPOSED METHODOLOGY OF FRAMEWORK
The proposed architecture framework is as shown in Fig.1 consists of two important phases:
LEARNING PHASE
• Scan distinct handwritten Nandinagari character and its variants: Characters from two different writers are collected in the image form. Variants for these characters are manually prepared with different size, orientation, and occlusion. For handwritten Nandinagari character set, with an average of 5 different variations over the format of representation (jpg or png), size, degree of rotation and translation, we prepare a database of 1049 characters from 1st writer. The characters from the second writer consists of different categories of images such as normal images, convolved images, thinned images, and blurred images, noise images, images rotated by 15 and translated by 5 pixels. This forms 578 images in the data set. So from two different writers, a total 1627 images are taken for experimental analysis.
• In this approach, the preprocessing is kept to the minimal by just converting the images to grayscale. We need not apply a threshold on this image although it increases the recognition accuracy since the corner detection method is a very robust technique and we save the overall time of processing by avoiding the thresholding step.
• Candidate points from the input image are extracted using the SIFT technique. From each candidate point 128 feature descriptors are extracted which are invariant to scale, rotation and illumination.
• We then perform the training. Here visual words are generated by clustering the SIFT feature descriptor space using K Means clustering approach [6] . This is called as the SIFT descriptor code book which is the quantized representation of image.
• Represent the features by encoding them using VLAD vectorization technique. These features are subsequently indexed using Linear Indexing method and stored as visual vocabulary for faster retrieval. Berkeley Database (BDB) indexing environment is used for this purpose.
• In this step, we are aggregating a set of local descriptors into a VLAD vector [7] - [10] . We obtain the VLAD vector computed from a set of SIFT features as follows: a) Each local descriptor x is associated to its nearest visual word ci = NN(x). b) The idea of the VLAD descriptor is to accumulate, for each visual word ci, the differences x-ci of the vectors x assigned to ci.
where xj and ci,j respectively denote the j th component of the descriptor x considered of its corresponding visual word ci and component of v is obtained as a sum over all the image descriptors
IDENTIFICATION PHASE
• Take an unknown character as query image, extract SIFT key points and represent them in 128 descriptor format.
• Generate the query vector using VLAD vectorization technique based on generated visual code book in learning phase.
• Compare the query vector with visual vocabulary and retrieve the top N results of the images that match the query image. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The handwritten character set has 52 characters and for analysis two handwriting styles are used. The results are obtained for various stages of character recognition. In handwriting style 2, we have different categories of images such as normal images of sizes 128128 and 512512. We also have convolved images, thinned images, blurred images, images with noise, images rotated by 15 and images translated by 5 pixels. All these images have various sizes including 9292, 112112 and 128128.This forms 578 images in the data set. Thus a total of 1627 handwritten Nandinagari character images are taken for result analysis as shown in following steps. 
SIFT FEATURE EXTRACTION

CODEBOOK GENERATION
This step generates the SIFT codebook using K means clustering approach. The code book file stores only cluster centers and the number of cluster centers depends on number of clusters formed based on the value of K. To analyze the performance we have generated the codebook with 16, 24, 32 and 52 cluster centroids. These are called visual words. These internally get mapped to all key points present in that particular cluster. The Table. 2 shows the clustering time and code book size for different values of K. Even though clustering time is slightly high, this is acceptable for large robust feature set because code book is generated only once and same is used for further steps. The code book is the compact representation of SIFT feature descriptors.
IMAGE VECTORIZATION
In this step we aggregate a set of SIFT features into a VLAD vector and this is based on the algorithm mentioned in step 5 of section two. This reads the codebook of K centroids that was learned using 128 dimensional SIFT features. From this VLAD vector is generated by aggregating SIFT features mapped to nearest cluster centroid. 
INDEXING AND RETRIEVAL OF QUERY IMAGES
This is used to generate an index for all database images and we use BDB (Berkeley Database) library for indexing purpose. This is based on persistent storage of the linear indexing approach and assigns the index for the images stored in the image folder. The index size varies from 25.8MB to 84MB for different values of K and so does the indexing time as shown in Table. 3. The retrieval of similar images is obtained by comparing the query vector against the vectorized images using VLAD aggregator. Thus we compute the answer using the index of the images folder and the query image vector with nearest neighbor method. Here, top N similar images are retrieved from visual vocabulary. From the image set a representative of 8 query samples as shown in Table. 4 are taken for analyzing the performance of our framework. The retrieval performance is measured by precision at 10, precision at 20, precision at 30, precision at 40 and Average Precision (AP). The precision at N shows how accurate top N retrieved results are which is indicated in Fig.4 to Fig.8 . Then Mean Average Precision (mAP) and retrieval time for all query images is computed as shown in Table. 5. From Table. 5, we conclude that mAP is maximum for a specific number of clusters where the recognition accuracy is also more. The Table. 6 shows the top 10 retrieved results for the input query image. Thus for the proposed system on handwritten Nandinagari character recognition, the optimal clusters to be chosen is 32. The recognition accuracy has improved significantly in VLAD vectorization as compared to Bag of Visual words approach as discussed in [11] . Our approach which supports compact representation of large set of features is compared with traditional classification algorithms and performance is analyzed. The VLAD vectorization gives better result as compared to other approaches, shown in Table. 7. Currently we are focusing on applying deep learning concept for identifying these rare Nandinagari characters and words. For this we need to generate large number of training and test datasets. Generating standard data set for this work is in progress. The concept is implemented on prototype model and giving better results. The processing is done with an Intel(R) code(TM) i5 -5200 U CPU @ 2.20GHz, 12GB RAM, 64 bit operating system (Windows 8.1), x64 based Processor having Java 1.8 installed and the test is done in multithread with Java client.
CONCLUSION
The proposed smart system for handwritten Nandinagari character retrieval based on data visualization method is highly robust and scalable. The Scale-Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) detects the interest points and derives feature descriptors. Our main aim is to provide an improved descriptor which can make the system compatible with a wide variety of document degradations. In this work we apply a K means clustering approach for codebook generation which is quantized representation of huge SIFT feature descriptors. This filters the characters that typically tend to get misclassified thereby improving the recognition accuracy. This can also be performed to compute rapidly against large databases. Focusing more on learning document-specific local descriptors gives mAP of over 98%. More handwritten images can be indexed on to the existing BDB thus providing a highly scalable model.
